The following questions have been posed to Fire Marshall Jeff Emanuelson by email since the release of this BID. Answers are provided in **bold RED** font.

1. Is the town approving the use of existing material for backfill or does new structural material need to be brought in for over the foundation? **Specification calls for crushed gravel base. Existing material on site can be used for backfill if it can be prepared properly.**

2. Whether or not material is reused there will be left over material from the excavation. How will it be handled? **Town will dispose of excess material.**
   
   A. [left stock piled next to the tower for town to deal with]
   
   B. Be loaded into town trucks during the excavation process to be taken way
   
   C. The contractor will be responsible for the loading and disposal in an area approved by the town for no fee.
   
   D. The contractor will be responsible for the loading and disposal material off site.

3. How will the backfilled excavation and stockpile area be left? Rough graded? **Yes, rough graded.**